
VMWare Migration: Don’t Risk Your Business

Migrating data or applications to or between VMWare virtual environments can be involved, complicated and disastrous if you don’t 
have a data recovery plan in place.

Executive summary

As the most popular virtualised environment provider, VMWare is also one of 
the most talked about. Books, websites, how-to’s and manuals abound about 
how to move your business to a VMWare build, but lest you think you can do 
it yourself free of headaches, think again. Do your sums and you’ll likely find 
a professional service that manages the migration for you is much more cost 
effective than the lost time, stress and system downtime you’ll otherwise suffer.

VMWare is a recognised market leader in virtualised environments, and their wide 

product offering means there’s every chance you’ll consider them as a hypervisor supplier.

 But making an easy transition to VMWare products can be much more complex than 

you think – even moving from one VMWare product to another is much more than a point 

and click process. When surveyed, 70 percent of IT Managers said moving data between 

physical, virtual and cloud environments was their greatest hybrid environment challenge*.

 Data in virtual environments needs protection and backup just like it does on local 

systems – don’t fall into the common trap of thinking that just because your data is virtual, 

it’s backed up.

 As your business grows and your needs change, moving to a different VMWare version 

or environment can be more challenging than you might realise – different VMWare versions, 

subtypes and product classes can have very different limits and parameters.

Points to consider

 Acronis engineers have years of experience with VMWare solutions, and they know what 

to watch for when migrating to or between VMWare products. 

 Among the most important are;

A direction-agnostic approach

 As your organisation’s needs change, you might move to a different product class. Maybe 

you’ve been using VMWare’s free product vSphere and realise you need a more robust 

environment for a new application, for example.

 It’s not often as easy as it might seem to move up or across, so make sure the 

management solution you choose can carry you from any VMWare product to any other 

(or from a VMWare environment back to a physical platform), not just the new version of 

what you already have.
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Future proofing

 Acronis has identified two critical checks to make sure your data migration plan is 

future proof;

 Be product agnostic

   Don’t let your data management plan lock you in to a particular VMWare product line. 

If your needs change and you have decide to migrate to a whole new class of solution, 

it might result in a long and expensive process of reconfiguring settings and 

repurposing data.

 Demand current support

  Look for a vendor who keeps pace with new hypervisor environment builds and versions. 

Some migration vendors wait up to a year before they officially support a new product, but 

Acronis believes anything less than pre-release (or release-day) support is unacceptable.

Simplicity

 You need your VMWare migration to work for you, not the other way around. Some 

products and vendors come with a raft of hidden costs like;

* training

* time taken by training/lost to primary production tasks

* qualifications/certifications

 They all cost time and money and don’t add any value, so look for a solution that’s not 

only powerful and flexible but easy to use.

Built for VMWare

 Hypervisor environments have special behaviours that need a new approach, so simply 

porting data migration plans from legacy or physical systems isn’t the answer.

 Look for a vendor like Acronis that’s built migration solutions especially for VMWare virtual 

environments from the ground up, not just a legacy procedure with new packaging.

Recovery time

 For many organisations, a decision to migrate to virtual environments or the cloud is about 

speed, and seldom is that more important or overlooked than when it comes to downtime.

 Your customers expect your applications or services to work when they want them – 

it only takes a mouse click for them to move on to a competitor.

 The philosophy of backup and recovery has changed, and Acronis has seen the field 

move away the capability to restore the file you need. Today, when everything can (and 

should) be backed up on a rolling basis and you can restore anything, it’s about how fast you 

can restore it.

 Many backup solutions use technologies from the old world that don’t suit VMWare 

environments, like file-based rather than disk image backup (more below). Acronis believes 

optimised disk image-based backup and recovery is the best approach for VMWare products 

– it can be up to four times faster than file-based recovery in virtual environments.

 When it comes to VM recovery standards, nobody from your customers to your system 

admins expect it to take more than an hour. It’s probably one of the reasons you chose to 

virtualise with VMWare to begin with, and your migration should be no less time-efficient.

Acronis Solutions

 Our background makes Acronis a market leader in live disk-image based backup and 

restore technology (in fact, we invented it), so our backup and recovery technologies are 

tailor made for virtual environments deployed by VMWare products.

Image versus file-based backup management

 Older, file-based backup and restore management was fine for desktop and physical 

environments in the PC era, but when you’re dealing with bandwidth-sensitive VMWare 

environments it simply takes too long.

 It’s a little like moving a house from one location to another one brick at a time – making 

sure each brick is placed exactly as it was is very time intensive. Disk image-based file 

management, by contrast, takes a snapshot of the entire disk contents and copies it in 

a single, much faster step.

 In addition, disk image technology itself has moved on. Acronis solutions copy and restore 

image-based systems dynamically, with all the same indexing and cataloguing tools that let 

you search for overwritten or deleted files, even emails.

 That means image based data management has caught up with file-based backup 

and restore in terms of granular management, but much more faster. So, as a more 

comprehensive tool that’s easy to deploy across hypervisors and virtual environments, 

it gives you the best performance in speed and scope.

 One of the most common business risks Acronis sees is in using file-only rather than 

image (system-wide) backups. In 2012, 61 percent of Australian businesses were still using 

file-only backups*, whereas only a system-wide backup can ensure full operational continuity.

* The Acronis Global Disaster Recovery Index 2012 n 
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